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renowned fishing village of Southern Aquarium and its prominent shorelines, The Barn at Black Point is the perfect spot for your fishing, family event or business gathering. Our rustic antique-style barn is the perfect backdrop for your family, team or group and provides direct access to
the water via our extended dock and the public beach. The lake is located right behind the barn and is directly accessible to our dock. For those who are avid fishermen, we have 1,400 square feet of fishing space, featuring two 50-gallon aquariums, banks of live rock and several docks
including a custom covered wooden swing dock, as well as a shoreline fishing platform. The Barn at Black Point is located on a wooded hilltop overlooking the peaceful waters of Lake Ontario. This waterfront venue provides the perfect setting for your family’s next party. Our exquisite
10,000 square foot venue can accommodate up to 300 guests and offers a variety of dining options, including our elegantly appointed lakeside restaurant, The Barn. The exclusive use of the Barn includes your team’s registration desk, full kitchen, event planning and supplies, catering

staff, free parking, a waterfront deck to enjoy the beautiful views and a spacious lawn and garden area for your party and team building events.Molecular basis for the faster-is-slower phenomenon in ionic liquids. The faster-is-slower (FIS) phenomenon, observed in many ionic liquids
(ILs), is central for their dissolution behaviors. Specifically, ILs' solvation behavior of the model systems is a function of the size of the ionic solute. Traditionally, this phenomenon has been explained by a transient dipole. We demonstrate, through theoretical calculations and molecular

dynamics simulations, that the FIS phenomenon arises from solvation-aversion interactions in the region just outside the hydrated solute. These interactions depend not only on the strength of dipole moments and size of the solute, but also on the length of the intervening ionic
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